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1. Objetivos propuestos en la presentación del proyecto 
 

The European Journalism Observatory (EJO) is a network of 14 non-profit media 

research institutes in 11 countries where Spain continue to be the missing element. 
 

All researchers in the EJO network actively strive to transfer their knowledge to the 

media industry as well as  interested publics outside the scientific community, as a 

platform to enable online availability of at least a portion of many publications in several 

languages. 
 

The launching of a Spanish platform within the Observatory will serve as a training 

laboratory for undergraduate and graduate students of the Faculty of Information 

Sciences at the same time as for establishing a professional media network in and 

outside Spain. 
 

The EJO: 
 

 Provides analysis and articles on contemporary journalism and media research 

on its own websites for journalists, media managers and other communication 

experts, including students and researchers. 

 Aggregates relevant articles about journalism and media research on social 

media platforms (Facebook, Twitter etc). 
 

 Holds conferences and workshops to facilitate an open, international exchange 

of ideas among researchers, media practitioners, students and interested 

public. 
 

 Engages in comparative, investigative projects: EJO partners conduct joint and 

transnational journalistic analyses on trends and developments with a particular 

focus on innovation and “best practices” in journalism. 
 

All EJO partners operate independently in their language area. Each partner decides 

what information is relevant for their audiences, which stories should be made available 

and translated for the English EJO platform, and which articles should be picked up 

from the English platform and translated for local audiences. 



2. Objetivos alcanzados 
 
 
 

The  EJO-Spain  platform  was  successfully  launched  on  the  1st  of  May,  2018:  

http://es.ejo-online.eu/ 

 

Spanish Language EJO Website Launched 

MAYO 1, 2018 • ENTRADAS RECIENTES, ÉTICA Y CALIDAD • BY DIMITRINA JIVKOVA SEMOVA 

  

 

The European Journalism Observatory’s (EJO) new Spanish language website is launched today, the 1st of May, 
2018.  The site will publish the latest research and analysis on journalism, advertising and the media. It is aimed at 

Spanish-speaking audiences in Europe, Latin America and worldwide. 

 
In line with the EJO’s mission, the EJO-Spain aims to promote the exchange of research, ideas and knowledge 

between media researchers and practitioners, as well as the public. Also: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

According to the results obtained with the 2017 project: 
 

- assistance to the Prague working conference in September, 2017. 
 

- The EJO Spain platform contains translations  of  almost all articles produced  in 

English since 2017. 

 Provides analysis and articles on contemporary journalism and media research on its own websites for journalists, media 
managers and other communication experts, including students and researchers. 

 Provides a training platform to facilitate an open, international exchange of ideas among researchers, media practitioners, 
students and interested public. 

 Engages in comparative, investigative projects: EJO partners conduct joint and transnational journalistic analyses on trends and 
developments with a particular focus on innovation and “best practices” in journalism. 

The launch of EJO-Spain brings the number of languages represented in the EJO network to 15. 

 
Published content will cover a broad spectrum of topics, ranging from journalistic ethics to digital innovation, and 
from media management to politics. 

 
The EJO-Spain is coordinated by the Faculty of Communication of the Complutense University of Madrid, Spain. 

 
The EJO-Spain is possible thanks to the work of teachers, students and our coordination teams: Dimitrina Semova 

and Joaquín Sánchez Herrera; Héctor Fouce, Cristina Peña-Marin and Eva Aladro. Special acknowledgment to the 

unconditional support of the Dean of the Faculty of Communication of the Complutense University, Jorge Clemente. 

 
To learn more about the project, please contact us by e-mail or by phone: +34 91 394 21 83 

http://es.ejo-online.eu/
http://es.ejo-online.eu/ethics-quality/spanish-language-ejo-website-launched
http://es.ejo-online.eu/topics/latest-stories
http://es.ejo-online.eu/topics/ethics-quality
http://es.ejo-online.eu/author/dimitrina-jivkova-semova


- The EJO Spain website already contains original articles, written by professors and 

students that were part of the 2017 project. Continuing with EJO Spain in 2018 would 

allow the students to know and learn the exercise of the journalistic profession with 

tangible results, in an international and prestigious website. 
 

- New methodologies and innovation in face-to-face teaching and blended learning. 

The possibility of allowing students to search for articles of their interest to translate, 

transfer problems from other countries and analyse them in Spanish media, with the 

tutoring of expert teachers in that line of work are innovative ways in face-to-face and 

personal teaching and training in Journalism. 
 

- Development of Mentoring Systems. Students have the direct supervision of a 

professor and expert researcher in each work area and the ratios allow an 

individualized work with 1 teacher for every 3-4 students. 
 

- The Faculty of Information studies took part in the first joint research project 

coordinated by the Thomson Reuters Institute of the University of Oxford on Gender 

and Journalism: https://en.ejo.ch/research/where-are-all-the-women-journalists-in- 

europes-media 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- As added value counts the invitation of the Journalism Institute of the Technische 

Universität Dortmund to take part in a Research Study on Migration on European level. 

For this task we will engage PhD students from the faculty. 

 
 

3. Metodología empleada en el proyecto 
 
 
 

- Learning-Service Projects. Students see their published articles; they help 

themselves, help their peers, and help all readers. 



- The project studies, analyses and promotes visibility and equal treatment by gender, 

ethnicity, nationality, religion, formation, education, with students and teachers from 

Spain, France, Chile, Ecuador, Colombia, and one doctorate student with visual 

disability. 
 

- Design of learning. The maintenance of an international website, which is part of such 

an important European network, becomes an invaluable teaching tool for daily, direct 

and personalized learning for all project members. 
 

- Promotion of labour insertion and entrepreneurship among students. With their work, 

their readings and their articles, students get a professional portfolio of high quality, 

absolutely valuable and interesting works, which are incorporated into their curriculum 

vitae and represent a valid, real, international and  demonstrable  professional 

experience for any possible employer. 
 

- Internationalization of university teaching. The international network of EJO, all its 

European and non-European partners, and the validity and results of its meeting in 

Prague and its next meeting in Tirana, are tangible results of this line. 
 

- Training of university teachers. The professors of the project exchange experiences, 

methodologies, results and publications with all European partners. 
 

- Detection of training needs. 
 
 
 

4. Recursos humanos 
 

The original innovation project was born from the collaboration of two consolidated 

research groups in the extinguished Periodismo III Department (Semiotics, 

communication and culture together with Communication structures and interactions at 

the different levels of Interpersonal Communication) whose members share the 

teaching in the subjects of Semiotics, Information Theory, Ethics and Political 

Communication. 
 

In the last two years, also as a result of the mergers of departments, collaboration has 

increased. 
 

Both groups have connected their research and teaching, involving grade and 

doctorate students in research work through fieldwork, analysis and publishing jointly 
 

The team involves teachers from Journalism departments (Semova, Padilla, Fouce, 

Castañares, Peñamarín, Segovia) with another UCM teachers (Sosa, Marc) and also 

teachers from other universities (Pedro, Del Val, Herranz, Rodríguez Vidales). We 

have also the support of the PAS from Periodismo y Nuevos Medios (Tarancón). 

Doctoral students and FPU researchers also participate (Jiménez, Díaz Altozano, 

Pedro, Fernández, Álvarez, Añover, Pila, Vaquerizo) and also many undergraduate 

students with excellent records. Two groups (one in undergraduate and the other one 

at postgraduate level) have been created as the first step towards initiate the 

Observatory in 2017 and we can see the results in the website: http://es.ejo-online.eu/. 
 

Coordinators of the Spanish EJO are: Semova, Fouce, Peñamarín and Padilla, Aladro. 

http://es.ejo-online.eu/


Fouce along with our students is in charge of the Social Media division. 
 

Semova  and  Padilla  are  in  charge  of  the  Dissemination,  Monitoring  and  Control 

activities. 
 

Finally, the Faculty of Information Sciences has the entire necessary material base for 

the correct realization of the project. 

5. Desarrollo de las actividades 

 
Month Activity 
September 2017 EJO annual meeting in Prague. 

Presentation of the UCM team 
November 2017 Translated articles: 

La prensa asediada de Polonia. 

Ser noticia, a toda costa. 

Los desafíos del periodismo moderno, 
¿Por qué no hay casi mujeres dentro del 
periodismo deportivo? 

 

Túnez desarrolla su segundo fórum 
nacional para la gobernanza de Internet 

November 2017- January 2018 Own articles: 
El  panorama  político  italiano  entre  la 
fractura de la izquierda y... 

 

La perversión del periodismo, 

 
Incertidumbre sobre la elección por 
concurso del Presidente de RTVE 

December 2017- February 2018 Translated articles: 
Ataques a la prensa: cómo la tecnología 
está cambiando la censura. 

 

Mark Thompson: sobre las noticias 
falsas, la información experimental y la 
imparcialidad. 

 
Bots, mentiras y propaganda: la nueva 
economía de la desinformación. 

 
Un gran paso hacia un régimen de 
medios autoritario en Hungría 

 
La “cámara de resonancia” de los medios 
de comunicación fortalece a la... 

 

Hungría: Amenazas a la libertad, 
autonomía y diversidad en la educación... 



 

  

March 2018- April 2018 Cuando las noticias son “demasiado 
grandes e importantes” para investigarlas 
en solitario. 

 
La prensa asediada de Polonia 

May 2018 Practices  in  "Political  Information  and 
Communication": Available here:  
http://es.ejo-online.eu/todos-  
articulos/page/3 

May 2018 Gender study: ¿Dónde están las mujeres  
periodistas en los medios europeos? 

 

http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-  
journalism/donde-estan-las-mujeres-  
periodistas-en-los-medios-europeos 

Latest articles  La inmigración en los medios  
suecos: un debate  
periodísticoJunio 7, 2018 

 PERIODISMO SOCIAL CONTRA  
LAS BARRERAS DE  
ACTITUDMayo 28, 2018 

 Cómo tratan la corrupción los  
periódicos italianos  Mayo  18, 
2018 

 Anti canon (No billag): ¿es el final  
de  la  televisión  pública  en  
Suiza? Mayo 18, 2018 

May- August 2018 Migration Sudy coordinated by the 
Journalism Reserach Institute of the 
Dortmund Tec. University 

June- December 2018 Academic articles based on the Gender 
study 

August 2018- January 2019 Framing Migration Study 
 
 

6. Anexos 
 

Where Are The Women Journalists 

In Europe’s Media? 
 

MAY 15, 2018 • ETHICS AND QUALITY, LATEST STORIES, NEWSROOM MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH • BY EJO 

 564SHARES 

http://es.ejo-online.eu/todos-articulos/page/3
http://es.ejo-online.eu/todos-articulos/page/3
http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/donde-estan-las-mujeres-periodistas-en-los-medios-europeos
http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/donde-estan-las-mujeres-periodistas-en-los-medios-europeos
http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/donde-estan-las-mujeres-periodistas-en-los-medios-europeos
http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/donde-estan-las-mujeres-periodistas-en-los-medios-europeos
http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/donde-estan-las-mujeres-periodistas-en-los-medios-europeos
http://es.ejo-online.eu/media-politics/la-inmigracion-en-los-medios-suecos-un-debate-periodistico
http://es.ejo-online.eu/media-politics/la-inmigracion-en-los-medios-suecos-un-debate-periodistico
http://es.ejo-online.eu/media-politics/la-inmigracion-en-los-medios-suecos-un-debate-periodistico
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http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/periodismo-social-contra-las-barreras-de-actitud
http://es.ejo-online.eu/specialist-journalism/periodismo-social-contra-las-barreras-de-actitud
http://es.ejo-online.eu/ethics-quality/como-tratan-la-corrupcion-los-periodicos-italianos
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News coverage in Europe is overwhelmingly dominated by male journalists and commentators, who spend much of 
their time writing about other men, a landmark new study of print and online news outlets has found. 

 
The supremacy of men in shaping and covering the continent’s news agenda endures despite the fact that in many of 
the 11 countries surveyed, women make up around half the number of journalists and more women than men are 
choosing journalism as a career. 

 

European Journalism Is A Largely Male Affair 

The researchers, who looked at reporters’ bylines and the images accompanying stories, found that in nearly every 

country, across both print and digital, men wrote most of the content in the news, business, and comment sections. 
Across all 11 countries, men wrote 41% of the stories, compared to just 23% written by women, while almost half of 
all the pictures (43%) that were published were just of men, compared to just 15% featuring only women. The 
balance was made up of un-bylined /agency articles. 

 
The journalistic study discovered that the gender imbalance was generally more obvious in traditional print media. 
Digital-born news outlets on the whole had a slightly more equal balance, although most of these, too, favoured male 
bylines and photographs of men. In some countries and outlets, more articles were published under anonymous 
agency bylines than by female reporters. 

 
The nations that demonstrated the biggest gender imbalance in bylines were Italy and Germany. In Germany, 58% of 

bylines were male and just 16% female, while in Italy, 63% of bylines (the highest percentage among the 11 

countries) belonged to men, and just 21% to women. 

 
The worst offender in terms of use of pictures was Ukraine, where 49% of the photos were of men only, compared to 
10% depicting just women. 

 
The only exception to the male supremacy was Portugal, where female bylines were more frequent than for men, by 
31% to 20%. But even here, the use of photographs of males dwarfed those of women, by 49% to 12%. 



 

 
 

Method 

The journalistic study, conducted by the European Journalism Observatory (EJO) – a network of 12 language 
sites based in universities and media research institutes across Europe – was based on content analysis of the news, 

comment and business sections of two print and two digital-born news outlets in each country on the same two days a 

week over four weeks in January and February this year. The countries looked at were the Czech Republic, Germany, 

Italy, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine and the United Kingdom. 

For the purpose of uniformity, only the first 15 pages of each print newspaper were studied, as these would feature 

the most high-profile or important stories of the day. With digital news outlets, the first 20 stories on the home page, 

in news, politics and business, were chosen. Features about health, arts and lifestyle issues such as fashion were 

omitted, as were sports sections. In each country one quality and one popular or tabloid print title was chosen, plus 

two digital-born (where possible) news sites, again these were chosen to represent one quality and one popular outlet. 

 
In each country one quality and one popular – or tabloid – print title was chosen, plus two digital-born (where 
possible) news sites, these were also chosen to represent one quality and one popular outlet, or as close as possible to 
those criteria. 

 

“They should challenge their own way of thinking” 
The findings caused dismay among female journalists across Europe, some of whom blamed the imbalance on the 
enduring culture of newsrooms, which is often macho, high-paced and demanding, particularly in terms of long, 
unsociable, un-family friendly hours. 

 
Professor Suzanne Franks, Head of Department of Journalism at London’s City University and author of a number of 

landmark research projects into women in journalism said the report highlighted long-standing inequalities within the 

profession. 

 
“It is excellent that we have here such a wide-ranging and comprehensive study comparing gender disparities across 

so many countries. What is not so good is the persistence of the same disparities between who is being published and 

https://en.ejo.ch/partners
https://en.ejo.ch/partners


also who is featuring in news images. Let’s hope that by highlighting once again these gender biases in journalism we 
will see concerted efforts for change.” 

 

Susanne Klingner, a German journalist with more than ten years experience in the field of gender equality, including 

developing Plan W, a business magazine for women, for a leading newspaper, Sueddeutsche Zeitung, said she was 

not surprised that Germany performed so badly in the study. “In every OECD study Germany is at the bottom of the 

scale regarding gender balance,” she said.  “I would like to say that this bad outcome has to do with the selection of 

news outlets since there is no progressive paper like SZ or DIE ZEIT in the study, but I am afraid it would not have 

changed too much.” Klingner said improving gender balance is not yet a commercial imperative in Germany, despite 

attempts by individual papers, such as DIE ZEIT to improve the ratio between male and female staff. “95% of 

German newspapers are led by men.” 

 
“I have seen it so many times. Young people who start within a news organisation are not judged by performance, but 

by feelings, and the old white (another lack of diversity in Germany) male editors feel close to the young, white male 

editors. They see themselves as beginners and promote them. Many young women stay unseen, no matter how 

talented they are. They just do not have the same number of advocates in the company. The moment there are enough 

women in leading roles this will change….News companies are failing because they think being progressive only 

means reporting progressively, but not necessarily being a progressive company… and the conservative companies  

do not care.” 

 
“They should challenge their own way of thinking,” Klingner added. 

 
* * * 

 

A Country By Country Overview Of The Findings 
 

 

1. Czech Republic 
Czech national newspapers and leading online news sites are largely dominated by men, with one notable exception. 
Taken as a whole, male journalists made up 41% of all bylines compared to 19% for females. This gap became even 
more pronounced in business stories (80% male) and in comment articles (90% male). 

 
These findings are despite the fact that more women than men enter university journalism courses; At Charles 

University in Prague, one of four journalism programmes in the Czech Republic, there have been more female 

applicants than male to the journalism course for the past five years. This academic year 217 women and 168 men are 

enrolled on the journalism programme. 

 
Only a leading digital news site, Seznamzpravy.cz, bucked the trend. The site, which launched in 2016, had more 

articles written by women during the study period (53% female versus 40% male). On one of the days 

studied, Seznamzpravy boasted 12 female bylines compared to five for men; on the same day, by contrast, Aktuane, 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The sample countries: Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Ukraine. 



another online news site, had two female bylines and 12 male; MF DNES, a national paper in the political centre, had 
five female and 12 male; Pravo, a national daily paper considered to be on the left, had just three female and 26 male. 

 

There were three times more photographs of men used across all outlets. Pictures usually showed women involved in 

normal daily life, whereas men were usually depicted in the role of politicians or experts (148 male politicians 

compare to 26 female politicians; 21 male experts compare to six female experts). Frequent over-representation of 

images of male politicians may be a result of fewer women entering politics (for example, only 22% of Czech MPs 

are women). On some days, in some outlets, there were 10 photos of men, and none of women. On other occasions, 

the main pictures selected of women were of scantily clad women from the Rio carnival. 

 

2. Germany 
News coverage in German is largely a male affair. Overall, taking all four news outlets studied, 58% of bylines were 

from men and just 16% from women, while 43% of the photographs published were of men, with only 22% of 

females. This in a country where the Chancellor is a woman, and another woman has just been elected leader of the 

Social Democrats. 

 
In the FAZ, historically a male-dominated conservative newspaper with a low staff turnover, a huge 81% of the 
stories were by male journalists, and just 13% by women. Most economic and political pieces had male bylines, with 
a few exceptions; females were mostly restricted to arts and culture reporting. The situation with photographs was 
much the same: 38% were of men only, compared to 14% for women. 

 

 

In BILD, the country’s largest (conservative) tabloid, there was a slightly more even distribution of bylines, but still 

heavily skewed towards men (39% male versus 14% female), although its photos of women focused more often than 

not on sexualised contexts, such as women in bikinis, or the girlfriends or wives of famous athletes or actors. 

 
Bento, a news website that is geared towards a younger, more liberal audience and frequently features topics such as 

“gender”, “women’s rights” and “racism”, fared the best. Female bylines made up 38% of its stories, compared to 

58% male. Photographs of females comprised 27% of the total, against 36% of men. 

 
The second digital outlet examined, T-online, did not do so well. Female bylines were just five per cent of the total, 
versus 27% male, while its photographs were 46% male, 23% female. The balance of content was provided by un- 
bylined agency material. 

 

3. Italy 
Italian data show a strong majority of male authors and photos across the whole sample. All the four news outlets 

featured more male authors and published more male pictures on each of the days analysed, both online and in print. 

 
 

In the German newspaper, Faz, 81% of bylines were male and 38% of pictures were of men only, (compared to 14% of women). 



Of a total of 594 bylines, 373 (63%) were male and 123 (21%) female, while the remaining 98 were divided by 
“other” and “agencies”. In terms of photos, overall 42% were of men, and just 12% of women. 

 
Only four per cent of the photographs in La Repubblica, the centre-left newspaper, were of women, while 33% were 
of men. Sixty-eight per cent of its bylines were male; 28% female. 

 
The other newspaper looked at, the liberal-centrist Corriere della Sera, was not much better: bylines favoured men by 

74% to 23% and photographs by 43% to 16%. 

 
The two digital outlets, Linkiesta.it and HuffPost.it, are doing just as badly when it comes to representation of women 
in news. Linkiesta’s bylines were 67% male to 15% female, while HuffPost’s were 35% male to 16% female. Their 
respective photograph performance was also heavily male-oriented: 46% to 13% and 42% to 11%. 

 

4. Latvia 

Journalism in Latvia has historically been a female-dominated occupation, but only 13% of all bylines across the four 
outlets – Latvijas Avize, Segodna, Delfi, Tvnet – belonged to females, while 32% of articles were by men. 

 
Even then, a considerable number of articles (54%) did not give a clear clue who did the writing, because 30% of 
bylines were no-name pieces, or belong to international or national news agencies (24 %).  Fewer than 10% of 
pictures featured just women, compared to 44% displaying men only. 

 
A huge 85% of the bylines in Segodna, a tabloid-style Russian language newspaper, were by men, and just 14% were 

by females.  Latvijas Avize, a quality newspaper, did better, with a ratio of 34% male to 18% female. Online outlets 

were more evenly-balanced: Delfi, the country’s most popular online news source, demonstrated a rare bias in favour 

of women: with just six per cent of its bylines from men and 19% from women (the biggest single contributor was 

agencies, accounting for 33% of the stories on the site). 

 
The second digital news site – Tvnet, a more tabloid-type media – carried very few bylined articles. 

 
All the outlets had a heavy prejudice towards publishing photographs of men, with not one having more than 11% of 
their pictures featuring just women. 

 

5. Poland 
A significant majority of news items in all media were created by male journalists (37%), versus 24% by female 

journalists. Interestingly, the number of anonymous news items (35% of all news content) exceeded the number of 

news items created by female journalists. 

 
The best outlet in terms of gender equality was the digital news site, Wp.pl: 40% of its stories were created by female 
journalists compared to 58% by men. 

 
Second best was the newspaper, Gazeta Wyborcza with 55% of content created by men and 33% by women. This, 
however, will probably be regarded as a disappointment by Gazeta as it is the only openly pro-gender equality, leftist 

daily paper in Poland. Of the eight research days, only on one did the number of stories created by women exceed the 
number of those by men (by 10 to eight). 

 
The other digital outlet, Onet.pl, didn’t score well. Altogether, the content created by women represented 16% while 
men accounted for  27%, with the majority (56%) of content coming from agencies or other media with no byline. 

 
Fakt (RASP), tabloid with the biggest circulation of all dailies, demonstrated a much more balanced approach, with 
10% of its stories written by males and nine per cent by women. However, 80% of its stories either had no name or 
were by agencies. 

 
There was not a single day during the research when the number of photos depicting women exceeded number of 

photos depicting men. Overall, 39% of all photos were of men only, and just 14% of women only. On couple 
occasions, even the stories evidently about women (e.g. interviews with female members of the parliament) were 

illustrated with photos depicting men only mentioned in the articles. 

 

6. Portugal 

Portugal was a rare outlier among Europe’s media: the number of bylines written by women in the news outlets 
analysed was 30%, compared to 20% by men. 



The female supremacy was even greater in print newspapers, with women writing 37 % of news stories there against 
only 18% written by men. 

 
Content from news agencies ruled at the online outlets, especially at Notícias ao Minuto, where almost half of the 

news came from agencies (mainly LUSA, the Portuguese news agency). Here, men and women were more even in 

regard to bylines (22% for men and 24% for women). 

 
It is unclear why Portugal of all the countries studied should show a bias towards females. A recent survey showed 
that that 52% of Portuguese journalists were men, with 48% women. 

 
The same study revealed that male journalists tended to be paid more than females, leaving many women less 
satisfied about their salaries than men (37% of women journalists say they are very unsatisfied against 30% of men 
saying the same). These pay disparities persist despite the fact that 54% of women journalists in Portugal have a 
university degree against 34% for men. 

 
That there are more bylines by women could suggest that men are in higher places in the hierarchy, in the role of 
directors or editors or others, and therefore write fewer stories or none at all. This theory is borne out by a panel at 
last year’s annual Journalist’s Congress, held in Lisbon, made up of the directors of the main media outlets. Only two 
of 19 panellists, were female. 

 

7. Romania 
Hotnews.ro, one of the most popular Romanian online news outlets, bucked the trend in this country and the rest of 
Europe (Portugal excepted) by displaying a clear predisposition towards favouring female journalists. Fifty-seven per 
cent of its articles had female bylines, compared to 43 % for men. 

 
The quality newspaper, Adevarul, also performed creditably, with 44% of its articles written by men versus 38% by 

females. All the articles in the Foreign section were written by female journalists during the days of the study, 
although front-page stories in the paper (and on the other newspaper analysed, Libertatea) tended to be written by 

men. It was also noted that articles written by the female journalists on both Hotnews and Adevarul were generally 

much shorter than those written by the male journalists. 

 
Although the other outlets gave more traditional results in favour of men (the worst performer was the second digital 
outlet studied, stiripesurse.ro, which had 83% of its bylines by men and just 17% by females), the overall view of 
Romania news media in terms of bylines was 54% male to 36% female. 

 
In terms of use of pictures, all outlets used many more photographs of men alone, rather than of women. Combined, 
45% of the photos published were just of men, compared to 16% being just of women. 

 

8. Spain 
Men dominate the Spanish news media landscape, despite more than half of the country’s journalists being women. 

Overall, 39% of the articles analysed in El País, El Mundo, HuffPost and El Español were bylined by male 

journalists, compared to 21% by women. On some of the days studied, more than 80% of the articles in one or more 

of the outlets were written by men. 

Use of photos was also skewed towards the masculine, with 45% featuring just males, compared to 21% of females. 

In the print editions of the newspapers El Mundo and El País, a clear difference in the size of the photo was 

noticeable; when female politicians (for example Vice President Saenz de Santamaría or Angela Merkel) were 

featured, their pictures tended to be smaller than when a male politician was used. 

 
El País was the worst offender in terms of male bias in bylines (65% male versus 28% female), while HuffPost was 
the best (just 13% male versus eight per cent female). HuffPost also stood out for having a high number of articles 
written by mixed teams. 

 

9. Switzerland 
For the purpose of the study, two outlets publishing in German (the quality newspaper Neue Zürcher Zeitung and the 

digital native news platform Watson) were looked at as well as two in French (Le Temps newspaper and the news 

website of the public broadcaster, RTS Info). 

 
As with most of the rest of Europe, Swiss media is overwhelmingly male: male bylines made up 38% of the overall 
articles, followed by agencies (27%), while female journalists wrote only 16%. 



There were slight differences between French and German language outlets (28% male bylines versus 15% female in 
the francophone media and 39% versus 14 % in the German-language media), but not in terms of the use of photos, 
where German-language media had an even narrower gender gap. 

 
Digital news platforms had a much smaller gender gap for bylines (male 19%, female 11%) compared to newspapers, 

in which almost half of the articles (48%) were written by men, while women provided only about 18% of the articles. 

 
The lack of female representation in the production of articles is mirrored also in the visual aspect of content: overall, 
only 11% of pictures showed just women, while men were depicted in 42% of the photos. The remaining 47% of 
pictures had either both genders or neither of them. 

 
Looking at the two media types separately, the online media does not differ much from the overall results, as only a 
minority of pictures showed women (10%), while most depicted both or neither (53%) or men (37%). In the print 

papers, more than half of all pictures showed men (55%), while 32% depicted both or neither of the genders, and 
women were also slightly more represented but still low (13%). 

 

10. United Kingdom 
Four news outlets were studied in the UK, two print: The Daily Telegraph, a quality broadsheet, The Sun, a popular 

tabloid newspaper, and two digital-born news sites, the UK editions of Buzzfeed and the International Business 

Times. 

Of the print editions studied, The Sun was dominated by male reporters (40%) – women only wrote 12% of articles 

during the period studied. This was reflected in the content, as indicated by editorial photographs on the news pages. 

While there was a relatively high proportion of women (35% compared to 43% of men) appearing alone in images, 

they were predominantly featured scantily dressed, or, occasionally, being berated for appearing without make-up. 

The Sun is known – and unapologetic – about its revealing ‘Page Three’ pictures of women. 

The Telegraph had a higher number of female bylines (33.5%) than male 28%. It also, during the period studied, 

appeared to take a strong stance on equality, with its female reporters criticising the BBC for its gender pay gap, a 

story that broke during February. However, on March 28, a few weeks after the EJO’s content analysis ended, The 

Telegraph revealed its own gender pay gap was the highest of any UK newspaper publisher or broadcaster at that 

point. 

Women working at Telegraph Media Group (TMG) get paid 35% less than men on average, the biggest gender pay 

gap of any UK newspaper publisher or broadcaster to have reported official figures to date. 

 

 

 
Nick Hugh, the chief executive of Telegraph Media Group, recently said the pay gap was unacceptable and he 

committed to closing the gap to zero by 2025. Hugh said the publisher would introduce a 50:50 gender shortlists for 

all vacant positions and would do more to promote women to top jobs. 

“While we are moving in the right direction, we have much to do,” Hugh said in a statement on the company’s 

website. “As of April 2017, our gender pay report shows an unacceptable gap between the average pay for men 

compared with women. The main reason for this has been a lack of female representation at the most senior levels, 

something which we have already started to address.” 

 
 

Kate McCann, the Telegraph’s senior political correspondent reacts on Twitter to news that female staff are paid 35% less than males on the paper. 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/telegraphmediagroup
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/content/dam/pdfs/thetelegraph-gender-pay-report-2017.pdf


Buzzfeed and the International Business Times were the two digital-born news sites chosen. Both are international 

outlets, but were among few UK news sites to offer enough content for the study of 20 news, comment and business 

articles a day. Of the two, Buzzfeed had more women writers (51%) than men (44%). 

The IBT was very male-dominated – 68.5% of articles were by male writers and 24% by female. Shortly after the 

study was completed the IBT cut many of its staff in London. 

According to UCAS, the UK’s university admissions body, more women attended journalism school on a full-time 

undergraduate basis than men, between 2007 and 2014. The same UCAS figures also reveal that despite the higher 

number of applications for journalism courses from women, men were more likely to be accepted onto the courses. 

Although there is a relatively high proportion of women in the profession (45% of UK journalists are female) a 

2016 Reuters Institute/Worlds of Journalism study of 700 UK journalists concluded that female journalists are “less 

well remunerated than men and are under-represented in senior positions.” This report also found female journalists 

are more likely to be at the lower end of the pay scale than men. 

The print outlets (The Sun, The Telegraph) were chosen because a recent EJO study focused on other UK print  

outlets, although the findings of that study were broadly the same. 

11. Ukraine 
Female journalists here enjoy an equality when it comes to bylines, particularly in print media. Of the two newspapers 

analysed, one displayed more female bylines than male ones, while at the other the male and female bylines 

were equal. In Segodnya, a mass market daily, it was 51% to 40% in favour of women, while each gender had 37% 

of the bylines in Den, a quality daily newspaper. 

 
The result was different with the two online news outlets studied (both digital born, ones of the most visited news 
websites in Ukraine). Both had a majority of male bylines: Censor, a news website which might be regarded as a 
patriotic one in the light of war, by 24% to 13%, and at Obozrevatel, a news outlet covering both sociopolitical and 
tabloid topics, by 29% to 10%. That meant the overall view across print and digital marginally came out in favour of 
men, who had 33% of the bylines compared to 28% for women. 

 
These findings have to be put into some context. Ukrainian online media usually don’t put author bylines on news 
stories as a considerable amount of news content is simply rewritten from other sources (news websites, news 
agencies, etc). Any exclusive content provided by the website tends to be displayed with the website’s logo, rather 
than with the names of the journalists who created it. This may mask the true picture. 

 
In the use of pictures, the situation was familiarly male-centric. Overall, 49% of the photos were of men alone, 
compared to 10% which just featured women. As with bylines, the print papers are better than their online rivals. 

While 15% of the photos in Den and 17% of those in Segodnyawere of women, only seven per cent and six per cent 

of those used in Censor and in Obozrevatelwere. This trend can partially be explained by the news agenda: the 

majority of stories tended to be dedicated to male characters (politicians, businessmen, soldiers, etc) while female 

characters were less common and less visible. This finding reflects the general situation in the country where women 

are still heavily underrepresented in politics (only 12 % of its MPs are female, though this is the biggest percentage of 

women in parliament since independence in 1991) 

 

 

The study was conducted by EJO partners, with Ana Pinto Martinho, CIES – IUL e LCC – IUL, Lissabon, Paulina 

Pacula, University of Wroclaw, Wroclaw; Rachel Stern, journalist, Berlin, Felix Simon, EJO/Reuters Institute for the Study of  

Journalism (RISJ), University of Oxford, Caroline Lees, RISJ, Georgia Ertz and Philip di Salvo, Università della Svizzera 

italiana, Lugano; Līga Ozoliņa, Turiba University, Riga, Sandra Štefaniková, Charles University, Prague, Antonia Matei, University   

of Bucharest; Dimitrina Jivkova Semova, Complutense University of Madrid; Halyna Budivska, National University of “ Kyi v-  

Mohyla Academy” , Kiev; and David Gerber, Académie du journalisme et des médias (AJM), University of Neuchâtel. 

https://www.ucas.com/corporate/about-us/who-we-are
http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/journalism-undergraduate-enrolment-number-reaches-three-year-high-2014/
http://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Journalists%20in%20the%20UK.pdf
https://en.ejo.ch/ethics-quality/where-are-all-the-women-journalists-in-uk-newspapers
https://en.ejo.ch/ethics-quality/where-are-all-the-women-journalists-in-uk-newspapers
https://en.ejo.ch/partners
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/portugal-lisbon
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/portugal-lisbon
http://en.ejo.ch/partners/poland
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/switzerland
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/switzerland
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/latvia
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/czech-republic
http://en.ejo.ch/partners/romania-bucharest
http://en.ejo.ch/partners/romania-bucharest
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/ukraine
http://en.ejo.ch/about/staff/ukraine
http://www.unine.ch/ajm

